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No one ever asked the free Africans if they wanted to leave their homeland. They

were stolen, shackled, crammed head-to-toe in European slave ships, traded for

goods or sold.

There are atleast over a million africans at the bottom of the atlantic oceans.

Thread.

These were not Americans or Brazilians, etc they were yoruba, fulani, Igbos, Mandika men and women who were thrown

overboard by european slave traders.

Slaves who dared to speak up to/against their master suffered the punishment of the Iron Mask. During the harvest of

sugarcane, the iron masks were used to prevent them from tasting or eating the cane when they were thirsty or hungry.

Neck collars were also placed on them for months to remind them of their wrongdoing if they did any 'wrong'. Collars were

thick and heavy and often had protruding spikes that made fieldwork difficult and prevented the wearer from resting at night.

The Iron horns and bells...It was attached to the back of the enslaved african's neck. It was used to prevent them from

running away, being a very heavy machine which also made a lot of noise.

"Slave whipping as a Business". People who lived in Richmond would send enslaved africans here for punishment. When

any one wanted a slave whipped he would send a note to that effect with the servant to the trader.

This photo of an enslaved african named Peter’s became one of the most widely circulated images of slavery of its time

served as a wordless indictment of the institution of slavery.

Leg iron shackles.. they were used to restrain the enslaved and sometimes chained in pairs on board slave ships to limit

movement.

The wooden collar.. It was mainly used as a punishment to inflict physical sufferring.
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Let’s celebrate Black-owned @VitaeLondon which produces luxury watches and also sponsors child education across

Sub-Saharan Africa.

Get a watch, also make the dream of a child to go school a reality.

Shop:https://t.co/yCPAZChLbx

The First 5 persons save 50% with code:ABAYOMI50

I help Brands/Individuals get quality online presence, for promos & Ads for your products and brand, send a DM or mail.

Boyabayor@gmail.com ■

DM is always open for business. ■
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